Fashion: A Very Short Introduction
By Rebecca Arnold

The book provides insight into the structure of the fashion industry and how fashions are designed, promoted and consumed, in relation to relevant historical, social and cultural contexts. It is structured thematically, to look at the role and development of designers, the growth of shopping and the different businesses involved in making and selling fashionable clothes. Fashion's relationship to the wider culture is also explored, by considering its representation in art and collaborations between designers and artists, the moral controversies surrounding fashion, and attempts to produce ethical clothing, and the effects of globalization on the fashion trade.

Questions for thought and discussion
• What is fashion? And how does it differ to clothes?
• How significant is the relationship between a designer’s own image, and that of the clothes they create?
• What role do wearers play in shaping fashions? And in creating style?
• Is fashion art? Does it matter whether it is?
• How can an understanding of fashion in a particular period add to our interpretation of portraiture?
• What is the relationship between producer and consumer in the fashion world? How has this changed over time?
• How important is the role of fashion magazines in spreading ideas of fashion? Has the internet affected this?
• What does shop design tell us about a particular designer or brand? Does it tell us about their customers too?
• How does celebrity culture impact upon our shopping impulses?
• What does criticism of particular fashions tell us about wider attitudes in a particular period?
• Is it ethical to wear fur?
• How has non-Western dress impacted Western fashions? What does this tell us about global relations within a particular period?
• How are local and global influences shown in the way we dress?
• Why did Teri Agins argue that fashion ended in the 1990s? Was she right?
• Is it important for cities across the world to develop their own fashion industries?
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